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	It looks so simple on TV. Launch Web site, count money. If only real life
	were that easy! Alas, with billions of Web sites competing for attention,
	it’s not simple at all.


	On the other hand, marketing online isn’t rocket science. This book charts a
	practical course of action to put your business Web site to work, adding profits
	to your bottom line. Whether you’re just beginning to develop an online
	presence or you’ve been online for years and are anxious to build traffic,
	this book will help you drive prospects to your site and convert them into
	customers.


	Web Marketing For Dummies, 2nd Edition, leverages your offline knowledge
	of marketing into mastery of the Web. Because I’ve written this for owners
	of small businesses, where cash is king, I suggest dozens of free to low-cost
	guerrilla marketing ideas that you can try online.


	There is no simple formula that says shoe companies should use this Web
	marketing method and architects should use that one. I urge you to keep a
	picture of your customers or clients in mind as you read this book. If you
	always ask yourself whether a particular method would appeal to your target
	market, you’ll make the right decisions. Answer your customers’ question,
	“What’s in it for me?” and your Web marketing plan will work magic for you.
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iPhone Open Application Development: Write Native Objective-C Applications for the iPhoneO'Reilly, 2008
Certain technologies bring out everyone's hidden geek, and iPhone did the moment it was released. Even though Apple created iPhone as a closed device, tens of thousands of developers bought them with the expressed purpose of designing and running third-party software. In this clear and concise book, veteran hacker Jonathan Zdziarski -- one of the...
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Crooked House (G K Hall's Agatha Christie Series)G. K. Hall & Company, 1988

	A wealthy Greek businessman is found dead at his London home! The Leonides were one big happy family living in a sprawling, ramshackle mansion. That was until the head of the household, Aristide, was murdered with a fatal barbiturate injection. Suspicion naturally falls on the old man's young widow, fifty years his junior. But the...
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Windows Server 2008 Security Resource Kit (PRO - Resource Kit)Microsoft Press, 2008
In your opinion, which network faces the biggest security risk today:  the small office with multiple power users or large corporation with a large LUA base? 

 The unmanaged networks. I have seen very well managed and very secure networks in both small and large organizations, and I have seen poorly managed and very...
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Traffic and Granular Flow  '11Springer, 2013

	This book continues the biannual series of conference proceedings, which has become a classical reference resource in traffic and granular research alike. It addresses new developments at the interface between physics, engineering and computational science. Complex systems, where many simple agents, be they vehicles or particles, give rise to...
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Principles of Sequencing and SchedulingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	An up-to-date and comprehensive treatment of the fundamentals of scheduling theory, including recent advances and state-of-the-art topics


	Principles of Sequencing and Scheduling strikes a unique balance between theory and practice, providing an accessible introduction to the concepts, methods, and results of scheduling theory and...
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Game Development Essentials: An IntroductionDelmar Cengage Learning, 2011

	GAME DEVELOPMENT ESSENTIALS: AN INTRODUCTION, 3E is an authoritative, industry-driven introduction to the world of game development, with updates that keep readers current and well-prepared for a successful career in the field. This book not only examines content creation and the concepts behind development, but it also give readers a...
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